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Internet users overwhelmingly approve the MGallery LaGare
Hotel Venezia
The MGallery Collection’s LaGare Hotel Venezia in Italy, was recently rewarded by TripAdvisor, which has just unveiled its 2013 list of the
best rated hotels in Europe.
This ranking features the hotels that have given their guests an unforgettable stay, and is based on to the ratings and comments left by
travelers. Hotels that opened in the last 12 months and notched up at least 30 comments and a minimum rating of 4/5, qualify for the
classification.
The LaGare Hotel Venezia, which was the first hotel to open on the island of Murano right in the center of the Venetian Lagoon, is located in
an old 19th glass factory founded and its impressive edifice offers the perfect blend of history and modernity.

“We are proud of this award. It represents international acclaim for the excellent work put in by our teams’ every day in order to satisfy
travelers seeking rich experiences full of emotion and discovery. The establishment’s unique setting, history and infrastructure and the
services offered by MGallery are definitely the reason why this hotel is overwhelmingly approved by its guests,” comments the hotel’s
General Manager.
The hotel’s 118 rooms, which include 31 Executive Rooms and three Junior Suites, feature elegant furnishings enhanced by Venini
lighting. The restaurant, “Riva Longa”, is located in a typical Venetian courtyard, and serves refined dishes inspired by Venetian culinary
traditions.
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“Many guests are keen to get to know this historical building,” explains the General Manager. In order to answer their questions as
accurately as possible, the staff have been made aware of the building’s particular history. “Being able to tell the story of the LaGare Hotel
Venezia is part of a providing an efficient and memorable welcome that reflects the MGallery Collection’s promise.”
The LaGare Hotel Venezia is the MGallery Collection’s second hotel to be overwhelmingly approved by guests, after La Cour du Corbeau in
Strasbourg, which was rated best hotel in France by TripAdvisor last January.
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